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Anatomy Of A Reading
Video 2:

Question is always focused on a theme

If you’re too open-ended in your question, you’re going to get too open-ended an answer

Need to mentally prepare before coming to the Oracle with your specific question

Come to cards knowing the theme you want to ask about

Always undercurrents of ‘stuff’ in your unconscious and subconscious

Being aware of the undercurrents and bringing them to the surface before you begin  
a reading will facilitate a more accurate reading

Need to understand the nature of the narrative which is fluid and malleable, and  
changes according to question, mood etc.

Psychic architecture of a question is affected by your mood

Your story-in-motion changes because your vantage point changes

Every time you’re at a particular position in the way you think, you’re at a  
particular vantage point

Vantage Point is influenced by thoughts, feelings, beliefs, environment, mood etc.

Why are you coming to the Oracle?

How are you coming to the Oracle?

Vantage Point changes when you’re moved beyond something

Part of the reason you’re in a Personal Mastery course is that you’re here for  
personal evolution and going to move beyond your stories

Past self no longer serves the self you want to become
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The new self-being created through this course is evolving which means you are 
continually standing at a new vantage point

When you ask a question and get an answer, the Oracle Cards now place you  
in an evolved story

The more you allow the cards and the relationship to the Conscious Universe to evolve 
and expand, the more you expand and uplevel your vantage point

Begin to be aware of the patterns that come up for you as you bump up against the  
parts of you that don’t want to change

We all have self-sabotaging patterns and the cards will show them

Subconscious is always looking for patterns and trying to fit the outer world into  
life experience with your beliefs

We’re looking for ways to change the patterns and become conscious about our  
responses when ‘this’ comes up

If we see the patterns then we can start asking how to course correct when the  
pattern arises

Allows the Conscious Universe through the Oracle Cards, to start showing you alternate 
ways of expressing yourself, exploring your world etc. in ways not previously  
available to you

Questions are intentions-in-motion

Begin to realize you’re in charge of asking the question and therefore being clear  
about the intention

When your attitude is about curiosity and non-judgment you don’t limit  
your information

Not important to know where the pattern came from rather to know that it’s there so 
you can make a course correction and understand yourself better to live your intended 
UAI life

Might have resistance so can ask ‘What is the nature of my resistance?’

Looking at bias, motive, and resistance, you’re learning and getting in alignment with 
your intention because you’re constantly ‘cleaning house’
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Brief 
OVERVIEW
THIS VIDEO TALKED ABOUT VIEWING 
QUESTIONS AS A CONTAINER.  

Each question has a psychic architecture. It also discussed 
vantage points and how they change, and how there’s evolution 
in a course like this. Question provides outcome which creates 
a new vantage point.

ADDITIONALLY, THIS VIDEO TALKED 
ABOUT PATTERN RECOGNITION  
WHICH FACILITATES CHANGE AND  
COURSE CORRECTION.  
 
It highlighted the need to release judgment and how and why 
it’s important to enter a non-judgemental relationship with the 
course, ourselves and the cards. It talked about the importance 
of checking motive and bias as well as doing a reading around 
your resistance.
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